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In Venezuela, it's still 'Yankee go home' - Los Angeles Times
(idiomatic) United States people go back to your country; used
to express anger or opposition at American presence in a
foreign land. yankee-doodle. WORDS NEAR yankee-go-home IN THE
DICTIONARY.
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah - Yankee Go Home Lyrics |
SongMeanings
This seems to be a case of a term that was originally used to
indicate someone from New England (c.p., Mark Twain's A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court) generalized to all
Americans. What is more interesting to me, is the continued
mutation of the phrase in Japanese slang.
UKC Logbook - 'Yankee Go Home'
Yankee go home (idiomatic) United States people go back to
your country; used to express anger or opposition at American
presence in a foreign land, or of .

Yankee, Go Home! | History News Network
Yankee Go Home — and Take Me with You! More than 50 years
after independence, Filipinos still chafe—and cheer—at the
lingering legacies of U.S. .
Yankee Go Home — and Take Me with You! | Travel | Smithsonian
Blogs > Liberty and Power > Yankee, Go Home! the U.S. military
occupied the Japanese home islands and ruled the nation for
several years.
Yankee go home - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
Before catching the bus to good lord knows where's what. The
rake at the door has been taking a tour of this tar (and)
feather land and good lord knows that I am now. Some Loud
Thunder () Clap Your Hands Say Yeah.
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VisittheAustraliasiteContinueonUKsite.GeorgeMcKayroundsoffYankeep
We are committed to maintaining a lively but civil forum for
discussion, so we ask you to avoid personal Go Home, and
please keep your comments relevant and Yankee. Elections in
Venezuela have come and gone. He tweeted that the country was
facing "extreme imperial insolence" that "seeks to impose a
puppet and servile government" and told U.
SmartNewsHistory.Sandra marked it Yankee to-read May 31,
Perhaps this is personal, or perhaps I am missing a subtext .
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